
'ANARCHISTS are often accused of being hopelessly
impractical and idealistic. It is true that many
think in potiticel terms of revolution, and solutions
that will only come with Utopia. Basicatly, holgever,
t}re ideas have a relevance, and an urgency, if we
have the wit and the imagination to break away
from the otd cliches that stand in our way. The
cardinal difference between the' acarchist approach
and the political approach is that tha party seeks
mass acceptance and we seek mass participation.
Man has come to the end of his reserves of
productive virgin land, so the land we have has to
be farmed in the real sense of tlre word. Farmed
to feed and to continue feeding. To those who still
think that industrialisation wil-I solve these
problems, I will qrrote Dr. E. S. Schumacher, who

iointed out that intensive factory farming is no
answer to the wortd food problem. He pointed out
that: "The average American farm worker has
behind him an investment of 910,000 and farm
productivity ry94 is among the highest in the
world. nut prTiffiity per acre of agricultural
Iand was only haU that of Britain, which in turn
was e cluarter of that of the United Arab Republic.

Economics Mumbo Jumbo
Today we are in a perlcd of econorr.ic crisis, an
impasse of a system of financial mumbo-iumbo
that so-called socialist politicians are vainly
tryurg to make work. At the mercy of the whims
of this modern fetish, which has no basis in
rationatity or usefulness, men are willing to live
their lives. The honeymoon of postwar prosperity
has come to an end without an tutderstandlng of the
real state of the world.

Most of the newly independent nations pin their
hopes on industrialisation. It is thought to be a
source of power, and lt is in political terms, but
in the long term it is going to be e source of
weakness, danger, enmity, strife and human
misery. If mankind retains the present financial
set-up, the competition to setl industrial products
is goi-rig to get fiercer and fiercer and the pace will'
willge[ faster and faster and the workers will tie
themselves to an industrial treadmill that is
without purpose or satisfaction. In face of the
continued world food shortage the price of this
most essential of all needs is likely to rise
steadily. The vunerability of Britains's economy
is obvious to aII but the economists who urge
greater Production.

The sad fact is that we are gradually covering our
greatest asset with concrete and buildings. The
soil and climate of Britain is a peasant's dream
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and atthough productivity in agrlculture has far

outstripped that of industry, its potential, in the

context of a sensible social and economic policy
could ltc immense.

Movement Bric-a-brac

independence. Until the industrial workers realize
this, they will remain essentially a slave to the
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COFFIN CLUBS
The trade rmion and the co-operative movements
have deteriorated into the same sort of impersonal
corporations that abound in our society mainly
because the mass of members fail to participate.
They control vegt firnds, the membership still has
constitutional control over tlese organisations, a
small revolrfrion could tahe place if they exercised
their power. Trade unionists contribute vast sums
in political contributions which, after all, goes to a
politicalparty that maintains t}te status quo.

Every local authority is obliged to supply an
allotment to those who have no.garden.There are
acres of disused land which should be used. It may
seem irrelevant when the shops ane ctlmmed with
food but is it irrelevant to the millions who go
hrmgry every day? The biggest contribution that

anyone can mirke to the rporld food problem is to
say we do not need to erttract a contribution from

the world larder.

$umenrty achieved some sort of control over t}te
environment. Today we have to achieve an
independence from an artificial Eyst€m that
prevents a firll enjoyment of all llfe has to offer.
Modern techniques to peoples needs - physicat and
psychological. The modern Briton could do tlis, it
must be the reply to redutdancies.

CIIRED TO DEATH: an anarch'f,sF
report on the effects of prescrip-
iron dfugs. Article by Arabella
Melville and Colin Johnson,
published by New English Ltbrary
pr ice 9.50.

In Britein, as in most cormtries
ol the affIuent wgrld, drugs
represent the first line of therapy
for almost ell health problems.
Most people will take a pain
-killer for a headache without a
second thought, and if they suffer
less familiar symptons or
anythlng apparently more serious,
they will consult a doctor and,
four times out of five, receive a
prescription for drugs to
suppress the symptoms. It is a
situstion that has become a focus
of controversy over recent years,
but it is proving remarkably
resistant to change.

Cured to Death is a book that
i'n@Ta-neuttr c are prob le m
from an anarchist perspective.
8y focussing on the Po$'er
re lationships between business

bi$gest problem.
;;:  , .  .p!: .

R€Vt€U/S}?

Do not say to the government that you must do ttris
for us, but say,'We ere goulg to see thAt our
families are going to secure e more stable
commrmity" and use the union funds to this end,
not only to procure a more stable commturity here,
but also abroad by using industrial knowledge to
enable the hungry to stabilisetleir agriculture.

The limiting factors in agriculture are low rain-
fall soil impoverished of organic matter and
sometimes badly deficient. The first factor is
sometimes aggravated by human activity. The
seqond is almost always caused by it. Often
commtnities are caught up in a circle of poverty
which they themselves cannot break. They burn
the dug and the cover for fuel which malres the
soil more and more arid.Abig factor could be the
provision of simple par'a.ffin stoves and supply of
fuel, the study of solar machines, wind generators,
pumps, desalinators, improved hand tools, seeds,
animals, provision of wind breaks, vermin-proof
food stores

Just the indlcation that somebody cared would
encourage entiusiasm and participation. We have
made progress in breaking down reliious
objections here to population control. Perhaps
some progress cen be made in India with the
saf,red cow. We all have them, they are our

Alan Albon :

the system and become seriouslyand government, doctor and
patient, salesmen and ta rget, we
show that the structure of the
pressures actrng at all levels.
Its effects are also predictable:
when economic and institutional
power are exercised in the way
tirat is characteristic of our
culture, the individualb welfare
is subordinated to the greater
institutional good. Thus the
pharmacer$ical industry shows
healthy profits while we, the
consumers of its products, giow
steadily sicker.

With the growth of drug-induced
disease that follows the i. '. ,,.
explosion in, the use of ever'- i,
more potent drugs, individuals g '
become incresingly dependent
and powerless. Drug therapy has
evolved as a form of passive
medicine: patients are expected
to comply with their doctors'
instrucbions, to take the
medicine as directed, and are
discouraged from questioning any
decisions. When they fall foul of

ill from adverse drug reactions,
they are given more medication
or rejected by the system that
caused them damage. In the book,
we document the impact of this
reality on the lives of individuals.
They discover, finally, that there
is nobody to whom they can turn.
The outcome of this analysis is
that the only way that any
individual can hope to achieve
health is ttrrough taking respons-
ibility for his or her own welfare
identifying the causes of illness
(which lie, almost without
exception, in the nature of our
culture), and acting independently
of professional institutions. In
health, as in every otler aspect
of our lives, we can only hope to
fulfil our potential if we free
ourselves from those instituti,ons
which would exercise control
over us. Cured to Death shows
that the 66?:fitFtlEEii-ic ar
csre are a myth and thus opens
the wey for an individualistic
approach.
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The Convoy. How it all began.
ONCE upon a time there were three sheep who
defected from the herd saying they were fed up
with having their wool ripped off . The consensus
Bmong the rest of the herd was that the fences
arornd the field had been strengthened and the
shears sharpened and used closer to the skin as a
result of this escape. Moral: all legal movements
wiII disown those who reiect the unjust Iaws and
customs and call them trouble-makers in order to
maintain credibility vis I vis the moderate
majority.

There is a *idespread myth that the Convoy are
bower boys. In this the various peace movements
of the IJK have become victims of government
propaganda, whose motive is divide and destroy.
The most common lie, reproduced on the front
pages of the pulp press is 'gtut outlaws'.This was
bhe excuse for the deployment of 50 police marks-
men at tle recent eviction from Stonehenge in
which over 500 riot squad got their overtime and
bonus.It is weII known that there have never been
eny grrns on the convoy. Another standard
propaganda trick was the publication of the lie
t}rat "the Convoy beat up Windsor Angels" by the
News of the World. This was a particularly naqty
trick because the Windsor Hells Angels chapter ic
one of the most respected group of outlaws in the
UK, the idea behind it being to insult the Angels'
honour so that a fight would take place. In fact
there has never been any contact or hassle
between the Convoy and Windsor. That the Peace
Movement should be influenced by state propaganda
is to some extent unavoidable; it is part of the

WE HA\|E NOT COME HERE TO PROTEST OUR I,ACK OF IB.EEDOM BI.IT
system apart from us, or alternatively that "the
system" is our way of thinkirg, speaking and
acturg in the world. To say that political parties
or groups are is like saying there is a thing
called the BUS QUnUn in London. Sure tlere are
bus queues all over the place as long as it is
turderstood that 'bus queue' means a few people
hanging arorurd for the 31. Our thinking process is
'dominated by such woolly concepts based ultimately
on the misuse of language. The so-called 'system'
is our way of thinking and has to be changed.

Of course there is no such thing as the Convoy. Qt
the other hand there are groups of people who
trevel together. At some point in time they take on
different names. 'Tibetan lJkrainians', 'th€ Convoy',
'Green Albion' etc.The membership of tlesegrpups
is not fixed. Whoever's on the road is part of the
Convoy. If you get a mobile home and hit the road,
you will be 'The Convoy'.

What does happen is a rendez-vous point. Aroutd
the last week of Jure some 1000 vehicles are
expected to rendez-vous on the Salisbury Plain,
between Glastonbury and Stonehenge, and to
proceed to Porton Down for t}te stop-over.

Yet we must bear in mind that this convoy will be
only Joe Bloggs and Mrs. Street and you if you
come. If we can change our tlinking habits, like
the belief inthings that are not there, we will make
a step towards'changlng t}te system'.

process of information transmission to whiih all
humans subscribe. If you take nothing as given and Hg1il IT ALL BEGAN
find out for yourself, that is a first step towards
liberty.

NO SUCH THING A.S THE @NVOY
Recently a poster appeared with the motto:
"Destroy the system before it destroys you. " The
author of this poster, when challenged, failed to
dernonstrate the existence of the'system'. What
can be shown to be is, for example, tJte existence
of Mark or Jonathon who think and act in a
particular way (they say they belorg to the police
foree or the SWP). But even though Mark and

ffiiv*I at Glastonbury in ?1.
There were 'White Panthers" and "Diggers" alrd
"Squatters" in ?2 who called themselves.
"Polytantic" end went to Windsor. There was &
Iarge squatting coinmturity in Chalk Farm whieh
got evicted by Ken Livingstore. There was Dnryer
who copped an extradition order after jail for his
involvement in Windsor. There was a group of
Wallies arormd ?4 who changed their names ancl
squatted Stonehenge. Ore of them is buried
among the stones -Phil RusEeI alias WaIIy Hope;
died in "rurexplaine{ cilggmsts.ncgs" after his
amest and "tn E ward



TO CELEBRATE THE FREEDOM
His mate Jeff got done in in Epping Forest.
Another wally got given nine years for acid.
There wa s this guy called Dr. John who
organised a "Caravenserai'! to Trentishoe

circumstences" inside a state hospital at Kings
Cross There are courtless others stin aroura,
and each year the commrurity on wheels gets
bigger.

GREENHA M COMMONI AND PORTCN DqMN

press was told to hush it and t}re so_called peace
press didn't want to know. Since then the women
i-.ave carried ott mass actions against the base
and through the ekifful use of puUticity made it
one of the most talked about issues in this
courtry.

Porton Down is happening this year, and after the
C_onvoy.f.-9a.ves, it G tropJA that a tai:ge permanent

tlfi %y'riH"i,i"H&ti""i8"Ho,lTh8g,f,i"f ",8ts8".*"
wefen't so much concerned with the politics of
germ rfe.fefare as with the fact that the existence

T}1AT'S A LREA DY THEITE .
particularly of a political character, receive
different treatment from others - like a mate of
ours who had his leg rebroken by 'hospital
orderlies' at the Royal Free, or like iim Corker
who wes killed "by a virus" according to official
sources. Cher cultures who do not have an official
theory of medicine manage much better than we do.
DRUGS
One of the most common accusations levelled
against the 'Convoy' is that they advocate the use
9-t^a{Ws. This in spite of the fact that our way of
life in the West is based on the administration of
massive amounts of poison. The germ warfare
centre produces specialised poisons. tre
pharmaceutical multinationals market common

-circles.

The festival subculture, for we are talking about
a way of life, uses alcohol weed" hash and
mushrooms, natural products of the earth, tested
for generations by different societies. Mushrooms
and other psychadelic drugs produce 'visions'
which may result in a re-appraisal of the value
systems of ttre Western world.
ftt their owq hallucigens have litile effect. The
myth of the last decade, "drop acid and see God''
has been di,scredited by practice, for the people
who relied on psychedelics alone made little 

-
progress and did not necessarily become better
and wiser.

Combined with internal struggle, rethinking of the
scenarlo, meditation and much effort, hallucigens
can be useful althoughrthe maiority use tierrrfor
pleasure.

This is not to say that hard dnrgs are advocated
!l apnpyect in any way. Heroin dealers who havearremptect to cash in on the festival boom have
been physically thrown out or otherwise dealt with.
SUI\IMER CONVOY
This year your rendez-vous on Salisbury plain
has been set up to include vetricteJirom
LiEstonhtry Festival as well as from Storiehenge.
See you aroturd near porton nown. Go tor it.

festivals at Greenham. When the womeds camp
stl,rted, the 'Convoy' moved from Stonehenge and
set up a free stage a few miles from the Main
Gate in en &rea where a lot of old trees had just

eeW*tu.
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Dave of London Greenpeace writes this personal view
There's a war on, a war between humanity all
over the globe, and the Systems which control and
destroy our lives, our environment and the natural
world.

They exploit everything rmder the srur (literally)-
all materials ar:;! resouces on this beautiful and
borurtiful planet, all the food, all the nature. They
rip up the earth, destroy forests, pollute our seas
and dominate the land everywhere.

They exploit every person - build factories, offices
and plantations aII over and force people to work in
them or go hturgry. They reduce human communities
to economic slaves, numbers to be stuck on graphs
in their profit and loss accounts, who must obey and
Iabour for them.

Fighting amongst themselves for influence, land
and resources, these institutions fuel (and of course
profit from) barbaric w&rs, causing fear, suffering
and death to hundreds of millions of people, trapped
in the zones of the Generals. Meanwhile aspeople's
land and food is stolen and resources squandered,
millions of others starve.

They don't give a shit about anyone, any of us. We
are NOTHING to them. They don't give a fuck for the
peoples of the world - never did and never will. So
this is a picture without illusions.

The financial and industrial institutions which
exploit us and the earth are complemented by those
which defend, conquer and expand power blocs (the
military), which controi people (authorities of all
kinds, police and armies), those whi,ch service us
and make us dependent (shops, the tra^ffic system,
the weLfare state), which mould people into obedient
citizens (schools, media) as well as institutions
which integrate us and neutralise our concerns,
questioning and resistance ( churches, charities,
rurions, political parties and parliament etc. ).

In the past when people have rebelled, they have
usually explained their struggle as a class strtrggle
to make improvements in the System, or to seize
control of it (the land, workplace and towns) from
those who at present have power.

In the second case, by establishing worker cormcils
(Russia 1905, 1917, Germany 1919, Italy 1920,
Hrurgary 1956, . . ) and town commrnes (Spain 1936. . i
they would be able to share and excercise power
themselves, and so end oppression.Howeve_r most

rebellions and revolutions have been diverted by
political parties into struggles to establish a new
kind of State control over industry and society
generally.

As revolution and class etruggle have been turned

continued dailY.

against ecological destruction etc. It was within
tliis atmosphere of questioning and self-
organisation that the group I eventually joined,
The London Greenpeace Group, was founded
(along with other such groups) in 1970. Primarily
to campaign against nuclear bomb testing it
graduelly broadened out to question this whole
society and ourpersonal respoasibility to act in
our every day lives to change thtngs.

system which was being challenged, and that ,,r,'
there were radical alternatives which it was
to ourselves

In 19??, with all political parties and Unions
defending nucEa-r energy, a large movement of
independent local groups, protest and direct
actions (occupations and blockades of sites ete )
grew up all over Europe and America to close
down all nuclear installations. Gre of the few
indepodent groups in England to be active during
this whole decade, London Greenpeace was able
to spread valuable information and contribute s
practical and theoreticat ideas to tle anti-nuclear
movement. This was especially helpful in the
formation of regional, or issue-based, action
networks and federations based on autOnomous
collective and groups. Members took part ln site
occupations and blockades, and blocking nuclear
waste transport. There was a great awarensss
that it was the whole, centralised, destructive

the
was tle wide



movements for change, including large ,
anarchistic youth revolts. By 1980, the anti-
nuclear Suggle hed begrxr to come up against heavy
police opposition on one hand, and on the other hand
the now familiar attempts by Left groups to co-opt
it. At the same time the threat of nuclear war
stimulated the rebirth of massive "anti-bomb"
protests. Whilst most of these seemed to be
bhannelled into futile appeals to politicians, and
into joining single- issue hierarchical organisations,
there were many involved who knew somethirg
more fimdamental was needed. In England'
this peace movement totally failed to oppose the
war in the Falklands. I joined London Greenpeace
at this time as one of the very few groups (mostly
pacifist and anarchist groups)active in some way
against thst war. Later peace camps began to
sprmg up outside military bases everywhere, and
a radical anti-war movement began to grow.
Thi,s inspired us, especiatly with the large-scale
blockades to try to close bases. It seemed that
people were drawing on the e:qperiences and
strengths of the earlier anti-nuclear power
activitires.

It was then that some of us felt the time could
be right for significant opposition to the war
machine in our towns as weII. With our hearts
h our mouths we called for an occupation to
Stop The City of Ipndon the centre of finance
for the arms trade on 29th September 1983.

to other towns.

majority of peopte face a daily *uggle for
surrtivai arrrf;- seU- reepeclt to overcom e isolation

Yet the system is maintained by tleir
authoritarian culture. To encourage each other
to question and utdermine tJrat culture helps
us all to increase our confidence to oppose the
controls forced on us. Hence,- for us in London
Greenpeace, it is vital that we relate our ideas
to people's everyday lives and struggles. It's
important to actively criticise and oppose t}te
use of money, in favour of sharing to support
opposition to the power and violence of the traffic
sybtem (probably more effective than the police
in ensuring social control);
to encourage respect and defence of animals
and the natural world, and for people to stop
eating and exploiting animals;
to try to involve children in what we do, and
support their druggles, as well as support
parents with their responsibilities and hassles;
to encourage people to reject materialism, all
the useless jrurk we I re expected to buy and
consume, e specially iunk food;
to explain the way the system buys us off with
Iurury i.rnports (coffee, sugar, minerals,
tropical'fruit etc ), md the effects this has on
people in third world regions;
to encourage opposition to sexist attitudes, and
active suppor.t for womerl's strugglesl
to oppose the ever-increasing dependence of
people on drugs of ell kinds - tobacco, alcohol,
coffee, dope, TV, sugar, vallium, etc.l
to criticise the idea that 'expertJ, 'le&Cers' and
Authorities of any kind know what's best for us'
or should have any power over us;
to support people creating their own entertain-
ment,- developtng craft skills and educating
eachother;
to encourage mutual aid and solidarity in our
neighbourboods, and support aII self-organisation
and resistance tothe various Authorities-
tenants'groups, workplace organi,sations, parent
and toddler groups, and associations of every
kind which people create and participate in to
fulJil a need.

To achieve this will be a process of ecological
and social revolution, in which we a.bolish all-
the structures of the present system and create
a world based on our humanity and common
sense.
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Arfhorities. This
society carries

view by Dave, '('n and comm
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